ABSTRACT
If your code has syntax errors, SAS® can be very useful in finding the problem. The SAS log produces many helpful notes to assist you. What if your code is technically sound, but is not producing the expected results? The Data Step Debugger is a nice interactive way to watch what's going on in the data step. This paper will describe how the Data Step Debugger helped to uncover the flaw in the program logic.

INTRODUCTION
At SESUG 2008, Paul Dorfman used the data step debugger as a means to teach HOWW loops. This was the first time I had seen the debugger and thought it would be great to learn. It took several months, but I finally had code that ran without errors, but did not give the expected results. This is how I used the debugger to track down the flaw in my program logic.

BACKGROUND
I was provided with data collected hourly of the energy usage flowing through a sample of electric substations. I wanted to provide summary statistics on the data, including the percent of missing data and the number of zero use intervals. If the interval was missing, the data record did not exist. For example, if data for Jan 10th was not collected, this is how the data stream would appear:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Hour</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan 9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>###</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>###</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>###</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

My thought was that the easiest way to report on the missing intervals would be to first create records for the missing hours and fill the values with missing (null value). There are other ways I could have approached this problem, such as count the number of records between the date of the first record and last record and then compare that to the total number intervals that should have existed. Although this approach may have been less complicated, it would have limited my ability to report the date and hour of the first missing interval.

FIRST ATTEMPT AT SOLUTION
I used a do while loop to walk through the data, comparing the date and time of the current interval to the loop counter. If they were in-sync, the data existed. If the date and time of the current interval was out-of-sync with the counter, there were missing intervals. Here is the original code.

```sas
data two (drop=cal_dte dttm rdng);
  retain cal_dte dst;
  set here.test_1810;
  by prompt mtrpt;
  if first.mtrpt then
    cal_dte = datetime; /* set the loop counter to the datetime of first record */
  if datetime ne cal_dte then do;
    ** If interval is missing, set values of current record to temporary variables. Loop through all the missing intervals setting the value to missing **;
    dttm = datetime;
    rdng = reading;
  do until (dttm = cal_dte);
    datetime = cal_dte;
    reading = .;
```
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output;
cal_dte = intnx('hour',cal_dte,1);
end;
datetime = dttm; * reset the values from the temporary variables, and output *
reading = rdng;
output;
cal_dte = intnx('hour',cal_dte,1);
end;
else do; ** if interval not missing, output and increment the loop counter **;
output;
cal_dte = intnx('hour',cal_dte,1);
end;
if last.mtrpt and datetime ne dhms('31dec08'd,23,0,0) then do;
** If the last record is not the last hour of the year, fill with missing **;
do until (cal_dte = dhms('31dec08'd,23,0,0));
datetime = cal_dte;
reading = .;
output;
cal_dte = intnx('hour',cal_dte,1);
end;
end;
run;

USING THE DEBUGGER
Can you see the problem? It wasn't obvious to me either, but the program was stuck in the do until loop. I ran this code on a UNIX system in batch mode, but the program would not finish. I was forced to kill the process, which left me with an empty log. I looked over the program again and again, but could not explain what caused the infinite loop. I had to confirm the logic was correct. The Data Step Debugger allows the user to validate the program logic in an easy interactive way. The Debugger allows you to step through the data step and examine values assigned to variables. The Data Step Debugger is documented in the Appendix of the SAS 9.2 Language Reference: Dictionary.

STARTING THE DEBUGGER
All you need to do to invoke the debugger is add a parameter to the DATA statement:

data two (drop=cal_dte dttm rdng) / debug;

When you submit the data step, an interactive window is displayed that allows the user to control the action of the data step. In the UNIX system, these windows look like this:
The Source window displays SAS code and highlights the current line being executed. The log window shows the results from executing the code. The command line is at the bottom of the log window and is used to issue commands to the debugger. As you enter commands, you can watch the highlighted row change in the source window and read the results of the action in the log window.

**BASIC DEBUGGER COMMANDS**
The following is a description of just some of the commands available with the debugger. They are the most basic and were the ones used to validate my code. Again, a full description of the debugger commands can be found in the SAS Language Reference: Dictionary.

**STEP (OR ST)**
Executes one statement at a time, or add a number to execute that number of statements. By default, the ENTER key is programmed to execute STEP 1.

**GO (OR G)**
Starts or resumes execution of the DATA step. Execution continues until a breakpoint is encountered, until the value of a watched variable changes, or until the DATA step completes.

**EXAMINE (OR EX)**
Displays the value of one or more specified variables. The debugger displays the value using the format currently associated with the variable, unless you specify a different format.

**WATCH (OR W)**
Suspends execution when the value of a variable changes. The log displays the old value, new value, and the line number.

**DELETE (OR D)**
Deletes breakpoints or the watch status of variables in the DATA step.

**QUIT (OR Q)**
Terminates a debugger session and returns control to the SAS session.

**EXAMPLE OF ISSUING DEBUGGING COMMANDS**
In the above code, the dttm variable is set only when the datetime of the current record does not match the loop counter variable cal_dte. I wanted to step through the logic of the code when a missing interval was found. I set a breakpoint when the value of dttm changes using the watch command. The following shows how the debugger log window displays the results of the watch, go, step and examine commands:
The commands typed at the command line are echoed in the debugger log at the lines with the right arrow >. The log window shows us that the first missing period starts March 9, 2008 at 3 am and lasts one hour, which happens to be the start of daylight savings time. The debugger source window follows and shows current line of code after these commands were issued:

```
DATA STEP Source Level Debugger
Stopped at line 7 column 3
> watch dttm
Watchpoint set for variable dttm
> go
dttm = 1520654400
Old value =.
Value changed at line 14 column 6
> step 1
Stepped to line 15 column 6
> ox dttm datetimeto10, rdng cal_dte datetimeto10.
dttm = 09MAR08:04
rdng = 15.7503
cal_dte = 09MAR08:03
```

I continued using the step and examine commands to follow the code within the do until loop and found that the program created a record for the missing interval exactly as designed. I also created a test dataset that ended prior to December 31st in order to confirm the second data filling code section worked correctly. The Debugger also verified that section of the code.

**SOLUTION**

So I still did not have a solution to my problem. Using the debugger only confirmed that the program correctly filled in the missing intervals, but left to run on its own it still got stuck in an infinite loop. Fortunately, I used the debugger in interactive mode. In this mode, even after I had to cancel the submitted statements to terminate the loop, SAS still provided the log. The log showed how many records from the source dataset were read and how many records were written to the output dataset before the statements were canceled. I mentioned earlier that I had been running this code in batch mode. The only way I knew how to stop the infinite loop was to kill the process and that left an empty log. I never was able to see the following log window after canceling the submitted statements:
You can see that in a very short time (17.76 seconds) the program outputted over 335,000 records. The test dataset contained one substation. A full set of hourly data for one year for 2008 (a leap year) is 8,784 records. You may also notice that only 7,085 records were read from the input data set TEST_1810. Why did it stop there, what is special about that record? This record is Nov. 2, 2008 at 2 am. Do you know what is special about that day and hour? It is the end of daylight savings time. The clocks are set back one hour at 2 am. In recording hourly energy consumption, we end up with two records with the same time stamp. When the loop counter incremented to 3 am, the source data stayed at 2 am., falling behind the loop counter. The do until loop condition:

```
do until (dttm = cal_dte);
```

can never be met because the source data (dttm) stays at 2 am and the loop counter (cal_dte) continues to increment. Aha, problem solved, before incrementing the loop counter, first check if we are at the end of daylight savings time. If it’s the first occurrence, identified by a new flag variable DST=0, do not increment the loop counter and set DST = 1. If it’s not the end of daylight savings time, or DST = 1, then increment the loop counter.

**FINAL PROGRAM**

```
data two (drop=cal_dte dttm rdng);
  retain cal_dte dst;
  set here.test_1810;
  by premt mtrpt;
  if first.mtrpt then do;
    cal_dte = datetime; ** set the loop counter to the datetime of first record**
    dst = 0;
  end;
  if datetime ne cal_dte then do;
    dttm = datetime;
    rdng = reading;
    do until (dttm = cal_dte);
      datetime = cal_dte;
      reading = .;
      output;
      if cal_dte = dhms('02nov08'd,2,0,0) and dst = 0 then do;
        dst = 1;
      end;
      else cal_dte = intnx('hour',cal_dte,1);
    end;
    datetime = dttm;
    reading = rdng;
    output;
    if cal_dte = dhms('02nov08'd,2,0,0) and dst = 0 then do;
      dst = 1;
```

end;
else cal_dte = intnx('hour',cal_dte,1);
end;
else do;
    output;
    if cal_dte = dhms('02nov08'd,2,0,0) and dst = 0 then do;
        dst = 1;
    end;
else cal_dte = intnx('hour',cal_dte,1);
end;
if last.mtrpt and datetime ne dhms('31dec08'd,23,0,0) then do;
do until (cal_dte = dhms('31dec08'd,23,0,0));
datetimen = cal_dte;
reading = .;
output;
if cal_dte = dhms('02nov08'd,2,0,0) and dst = 0 then do;
    dst = 1;
end;
else cal_dte = intnx('hour',cal_dte,1);
end;
end;
run;
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